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The United States of America works with Dominica to
increase security, prosperity, and democracy in the
Caribbean. A beneficiary of large regional programs like
the Caribbean Basin Security Initiative (CBSI) and small
community-based grants, Dominica is a collaborative
partner of the United States.

Health

The American Corner at the Roseau Public Library supports Dominican
students through EducationUSA advising and regular youth
programming. Contact Advisor Renita Charles at +1 (767) 266-3355 or
roseau@educationusa.org. Visit bb.usembassy.gov for more
information. 

US$3.6 million from USAID supports the Caribbean Educational Research Initiative,
an educational research center focused on primary education development. The
partnership with the University of the West Indies will assist education policymakers
in Dominica and throughout the Eastern Caribbean to enhance innovation and
student achievement in the classroom. 
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The United States, through
U.S. Southern Command,

donated a 40-bed mobile
field medical facility valued
at more than US$600,000.

The project trained 23
professionals in medical

and disaster preparedness.

The Young Leaders of the Americas Initiative (YLAI) online network and Global
Entrepreneurship Network Startup Huddle support entrepreneurs throughout
Dominica to start and scale their businesses. Dominican U.S. exchange program
alumni were awarded more than US$25,000 in small grants to pursue business
and community development projects. 

U.S. support for Dominica's Financial Crimes Team and Financial Intelligence Unit
included a cooperation training program with the Regional Security Service (RSS),
a vehicle donation, and technical assistance resulting in the forfeiture of criminal
cash and frozen assets in excess of US$1 million.

Important Facts

American Corner

Security
The Police Force Maritime Unit's two

SAFE boat nearshore interceptor
vessels received a US$1 million
renovation. The U.S.-donated

equipment helps protect Dominica's
territorial waters and combat

transnational criminal organizations. 

Education
583 Dominican students

studied at higher
education institutions in
the United States during
the 2020-2021 academic
year, more than double
the number of students

five years ago.

Pandemic
Response

The United States
bilaterally donated 11,700

Pfizer vaccines to the
people of Dominica and
provided an additional

63,180 Pfizer doses through
the COVAX facility.

All figures from CY2021

Peace Corps
The Peace Corps co-created online learning materials with Dominican
principals and teachers to adapt to the COVID-19 pandemic learning
environment. Four virtual workshops with 110 educators in Dominica
focused on primary school literacy instruction and developing blended
curricula. 
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